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ABSTRACT

Arationale is presented for a preliminary specifi cation of

instructional.outcomes in terms of analytic networks and task

domains. Such speCifications can serve as a definition'of

boundaries for skill analysis, the selection of systemi6md

particular content, and the coostructidn 'of item forms. Three

analytic networks and associated task domains are described

specifying instructional outcomes for a primary scienfe curriculum.
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ANALYTIC NETWORKS AND TASK DOMAINS FOR A PRIMARY eRADE SCIENCE CiRRICULUM

Edward_t. Smith

To the design of-instruction, specification of desired learning

outcomes can be viewed as having two interrelated aspects: structural

and operational. The structural aspect refers to relevant subject

natter content and its logical structure, while the operational aspect

refers to what the learner does with that content. This paper discusses

. the relation between these two aspects, describes various levels of

analysis for each aspect, and finally presents structural and opera-

tional specifications far a science component of a primary grade

curriculum. The specifications define a domain within which detailed

skills analyses and empiricgi investigations of instructional problems .

can be carried out. A central assumption underlying the current

analysis is. that appropriate coordination of the structural end opera-

tional aspects of learning outcomes can resuit'in the development of

skills with 'considerable gerietality and transfer potential.

STRUCTURAL AND OPERATIONAL ASPECT OF INSTRUCTIONAL OUTCOMES

Ina previous paper (Smith, 1972) three levels of analysis were

proposed for describing the:structural aspect of instructional outcomes.
-e

,/
. At the a.liatemio level, ipeaalized concepts of disciplineor subdiscipline

.

Are specified (e.g., weight, cost, mammal, end electron). The analytic

level represents an abstraction of the logiCal structure of the systen.is

content. Esech systemic concept is an example of some adelytic concept

3
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(e.g., "weight" is an example of a "variable name," while "mammal"

is an exampl,of a "class name"). Finally, thepartioutar content

involves the specific materiali, events and so on which are used to

exemplify the systemic content (e.g., "mammal" sight be exemplified

.

by pictures of lions', horses, elephants, and peoplO.

. Specification of.content at these three levelsaoes not, by

itself, define the operational aspect of an insructional component,

that is, what the learner should be able to do with that content.

However, the structure of content asrefActed by networks.or

related analytic concepts has definite implications for uperAtions

appropriate to the content.

. For example, the variable -value analytic network includes the

following components:
4

elements - The phenomena to be described, compared,
.t -\ related or otherwise studied (e.g.,

objects, events, systems, and sets).
..

.

,variable ,name - The_name of an aspect or.dimension on
which elements may differ (e.g., color,
weight,,aita .coat) .

values - The terms, numerals or other symbols
available for asaignmentto elements
for a variable (e.g.,.red, four pounds
fifty cents):

observation/measurement - The standard procedures or algifirithms
proced#re used to assign values of a variable

particular elements (e.g., use of a
centigrade thertometer for determining
temperatures).

Conceptual systems exemplifying the structure repriSented bytthe

m

variable-value network are amenable to oper4ional requirements which

reflect that structure. The kinds of informaiibn which serve is input

4
f °
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and output for a Wen operational requirement can b classified in

terms of analytic concepts A destription of fa ope ational require-

ment with the input/output relations define:din terms of analytic

concepts is called a task description. For example,rone task can

be described as follows: carry out an observationAleasurement
.

procedure to determine which value of a named vary .ie accurately

describes a given element. .11;e input for the task s an element and

a variable name. The output is an observation /me cerement procedure

and a value.

By selecting systemic and partilular content and by specifying

the instructions, an item exemOifying.a given t k may be constructed.

For example, one item can be formed by selecting weight as the variable

and a particular sea shell as the element, and by specifying the instrac-.

41.

tion as, 'Determine the weight" f this object." Although access to any

needed equipment would have to be made available, no direction to that

equipment would be given since the t sk does not specify the-observation/.

measurement-procedure as input. It
,w.

be provided by the individual

i

4
performing, the task. Clearly th fekiiepresents a large number of

items, differing as to the vary 3;e hams, the object, and the instruc-

/tion as wellfas th'e details of the general context. At the analytic
e

level, however, these items share a commen structure.

Beyond their use in describing existing items, the components of

an analytic network define the kinds of information or actions which

can potentially serve as input and output in items.\ Thus, any. two

./
f *beets of components of a network are suggestive of a potentially

./..;"-`
0 1

'

-
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important task. The definitions of the cipmponents can be used to

interpret input-output combinations as tasks which are meaningful for

that network. For example the input-output combination

input: ,variable name
output: value,.

is meaningfully interpreted as supplying values conventionally associated

with the given variable name. Once a task has been defined for an

analytic network, it identifiea an'operational requirement. appropriate

to any conceptual system exemplifying that analytic network. The task

then provides the-basis for generating items.

/

The specification of a task does not indicate the information

- processing strategies, perceptual-motor-performances, or other skill

components by which items exemplifying that task might be carried out.

However, the probability of"paioff from detailed bahavioral analyses

is greatly increased by prior selection of important tasks constructed

from analytic networks which span large domains of'systemic and

Particular content. if a large number of systemic examples of the
.

analytic cbncepts exist, then tasks described in terms of those concepts

necessarily have an equally large number of. potential applications., if

behavioral analysis of poae4b4e modes of performance in several aipliCa-

tions of a task reveals similar skill components,-the generality

and relevance ,of the skills selected for niggling will be assured.

From thepoint-of-view described abovet.th'e initial specification

of the structural and operational aspects of the outcomes for an

instructional component should be in terms of analytic networks and

.

8
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Associated task domals, reirpegtively... iheke initial specifications.. ,

.-

nay be-revised in light lof theesults asubiequent behavioral analysis

and empirical studies of learning and perforpance on items for specific

tasks. However, such specifications define a restricted domain within

which further detailed analyses may be carried out.

ANALYTIC NETWORKS FOR USE IN INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN FOR SCIENCE
INQUIRY OUTCOMES IN A FRIKARY.GRADE CURRICULUO

Several analytic networks have been identified which characterize

the structure of much science content in existing primary science

programs (Smith, 1972). Three analytic networks were selected as a

basis for instructional design work: the variable-valUe 4etwork, the

class- member network, and the intremelesient relstion'network.

As defined above, the variable-value network is built on the

idea of primitive entities or elements. Whin "these entities are
-

described, compared or otherwise studied, only certain aspects Of

them are considered. These aspects are characterized-in-tails of

values for dimensions or variables. Each variable is associated

-4h-one or-mere observation/ieasurement procedures.

.7

The class member network is built upon the variable-value networki

This relationship is reflected in the following definitions foi the

analytic concepts comprising the class-member network.

;

class m A designated set of elements (e.g.,.the
set of zebras).

class member - An element which is in a class (e.g.,
'a particular zebra).
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class rule -

class name -

defining value -

(for a class)

relevant variable -
(for a class or
set ofclassela

partition -

2

'partition name

Although some

Seem to

reason,

A decision rule by which it may be
itermined whether or not an element'
is a member of a class, consisting of
values and logical connectives (e.g,.,

. an animal which has four legs, black
and white stripes, etc.)

Name applied to an'elenent as a can-
sequence of its memberahip in a specific
class (e.g., "zebra").

A. value employed, in a class rule (e.g.,
four legged).

A. variable whose values are employed'in
the rule for a-class or in the rules for
a set of classes (e.g., number of legs).

'Aiset'of mutually exclusive (pairwise
disjointclisses constituting a super -

.ordinazt class-(e.g., the set of animal
species):.

A-term or phrase reforrineto a specific
partition, that is, to a specific set of
.mutually exclusive subclassesof a specific
superordinate class (erg:, "species of
animal");

Classes may be adequately-dealt witch in isolation, most

require the context of a system of related classes. For this
. . .

the last two analytic concepts were included from the outset.

The third analytic network selicted was the intra-element relations

network. Intra -element relational rules specify a relation between,an

element's membership A one class and its membership in another class =

!
defined in terms of different releVant variables.' Thus, these rules

'Simple taxonomic heirarchiss which simply add\further defining
valuea to the class rules are not included here. SuCtl relations can be
derived directly from the class rules. Thie is not th's case for intra-
element relations.

8
10-
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ielate'oneait of:ChazactOtistici of an element (those specified by

,ruf07.io'i ono oinF4X-te) :mother set "of tharaiteristixs for same
, .

eletbent (those specified the rule for the= second class)..` for
. .

,

_example., the relational rule "clay soils 11avir a' large- Water ,holding

capacity," relates the defining velyes of clay soils (i.e., their

particle size and chemical composition) to a value (large, for' a

different variable (water holding capacity).. Typically, many

intra-element relations are expressed in terms of the classerrOf
. ;

important pittitions of the element studied in a given discipline..

Agronomists use many relations, such'as the above example,, involving

the

the composition partitfbn and,i4e water holding capacity ,partition

of soils.
.

. In addition to the components f the class- member network, the

following are coMpoients of the intri-ilesient relations nittiork:

intra-elenenp relation -

intra element
relatipnal rule -

)

related classes

a" . ;

b"me1-relatioe,betwebri m ership in one
clais4ad)miiberahip in another claps,
'i.e., between -the correspondingsets of
defining Values (e.g., claps inclusion).

A ruls specifying an.intra-eleient
relation between two classes (e.g.,
"clay soils have's large water holding
Capacite)

- .

An ordered pair of Classes.defined by
different relevant variables, And,between.'
which so inure - element relation - 'holds

(e.g., clay soils and soili With high
water holding capacity).

21n the limiting case, the rule Merely relates a value of a single

variable to a value of another variable for a set of elementi. When a

value of a single variable occurs in an intra-,element relational rule,

it will be treated at a assi rule with& single defining value.
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related partitions - Two partitions of a suftrordinate class

wh-ich-lere-detined on different relevant
variables, such that_at least one class
of one partition is related to at least -

one class of the other (eg, the soil
composaion partition and the soil water
capacity partition).

There were several reasons for selecting these networks. The first

was the scope of their applications. Each was found to reflect the

structure of a considerable portion of the systemic and particular

content of extant orimAry science programs (Smith & McClain, 1972; -

McClain, 1972). Further support for their generality is provided by

the,ettention *van to analytic concepts from these networks by

philosoghers of science.

Second; these.three networks are interrelated in fundamental

way. The.veriallle -value network provides a foundation for the class -

member,network,while both of these underlie the relational ne5work

(see Figure 1). Although it might not be necessary to carry the

analyses through to the relational level for the. primary curriculum,

it is that level at whfch the power and utility of the variable - valut .

and class-member networksare revealed. An aneysia of the variable-value

or class-member networks in isolation might fail to provide an adequate
.

basis for the relational network. Further, it is quite likely that

A- .

instruction-which resctles the relational level rather quickly will

prove more highly motivating than that which deals extensively with

the lower level networks in isolation. The interdependence also means

that considerable practice with the lower level networks will be obtained,

1-
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"in the context of use of the higher level ones. ylbis should promote

--

consolidation and retention of earlier learning:0
.

.

A tbird reason for these selections is the foundation they provide
$

for other networks. Some of the networks which might be built upon
.

this. foundation are also. indicated in Figure 1: The class=member

network 'is a basil for inter - element relations, those ih which a

( -

Member of mile class is related in a specified way to a different

element in auothei classIt.e., hydra prey upon daphnea), A specializ,d

intra-element relation, the wholerpart relation, is broadly applied in

the biological sciences and forpathe basis of a network involving the. .

function of the part in:relation to the setiVity of the whole. This

network would probably provide a point of departure for a' systems

'net4ork. The variable-value, class-member and part-whole networks

,lead into tA* proceis -stage network.

Thi variable-value network, based on empirital variables, a1 nd the
. .

infra- element relations network provides a foundation for a theoretical

varieblt network to cover varlailes defined only in term of other

variables (e.g., energy). With the addition of the theoretical variable

network, the power of the spites(' network would be considerably increased.
I

SCIENCE TASK ppmAiNs
0

The analyiit networks described above represent criteria for the
"

structural aspect of Science outcomes for the primary curriculum. That
. .

is, they'prescribe the kinds of concepts and conceptual systems with

which ch ildren will learn to function. As discussed above, the

iI
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Inter-element
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1
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Figure 1. inferreletiaataaong analytic networks.
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selection of analvtic"ntworks puts constraints on and is suggestimp

of rl operdtional aspect of the nutcomes. Specifications of the

operational aspic'. take the form of tasks defined for each analytic

network.

Several methods were employed in obtaiding tasks for the selected

an alytic networks. One method was the review and analysis of relevant

literature and materials. One source was extant instructional programs

_wItich involve systejic content exemplifying the analytic networks

{McClain & Smith, 1970). Another source vas psychological and
e

educational literaturerelated to the kinds.Of concepts included in

A.

-

the network {Bruner et el., .196; Inhelder & Pisget,'1964). The
. . .

.

:performance requirements from these source's were described in terms t.

ofthe analytic networks to produce potentially useful tasks. .

A second method made systematic use of the components of the..

network in generating new tasks. Since '4e components represent

information or action which can serve as input or butput, any two

subsets of components represent the basis of a potentially Usefut
$

task. Not all such combinations resul in meaningful tasks, however. ,

Judgetent is required in applying the defined 'relations among the

components of the network iri the interpretation of combinations-as

-
tasks.

.
taking all possible combinations of components, many tasks

can be generated and a degree of completeness can be assured. ,,,Such

s comprehensive analysis estab lishes a domain of alternatives for are

operstional aspect of instructional outcomes and thus defiites the

13
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,.... :I. domains of .Casks for eachnetwork4;

4;.--4f . . .

*- Ar .
...

,. , ,.

.4, The exercise of professional judgement in the of tasks.

4.,

inVOl(ta the application of the ,following criteria:

, .-

4) Does it represent acceptable scientific inquiry?
.

dedisions that must be made. A, Aosaia of alternatives also allows

a determination of the representativeness of any given subset of

tasks. Selection of a representativejampleof tasks increases the

.probability of identifying generalfiCe strategies and other skills.

In addition to the judgement involved in interpreting the
.

o.
combinations, of components as tasks, decisions are required in

selecting from among the large rummer of tasks generated. Skill

analysis will provide the basis for many such decisions. However,

some initial selection of tasks which will define terminal outcomes

. t .
.

. ,

for an instructional coMponent is required. Ideally, these selections

would fie made on the basis'of analyses of the requirements likely to'

be made of the child in lateinstruction, gad in his everyday life

in both the immediate end distant future. Sual analyies are not-

currently available, however, and may not even be possible at the

present time. Thus, the selections represented by the tasks specified'

below represent prole:W.6nel judgement. It should be tad:lied that

-1 .

theseselections were notmade in ibolation, however. ThaV7.4ware madd .

after the careful belection of analytic nept5V4ishich appear to have

broad generality, and agaiist the background of relatively comprehensive

-t

2) Does it have ihforeittive value for the performer?

3) Is it relevant to higher level network?

14
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4) Is it amenable to strategieg useful to primary school,
childfen?

5) is it amenable to Strategies applicably to the tasks
seleited from the other networks ?"

First priority was given, to tasks which appeared to meet both the

relevance and the hierarchical criteria. Second priority pas given

to tasks which met only the 4derarchical criteria. Tasks which met

only the relevance criteria were selected only when a network was not

adequately represented otherwise. a

tkSK DOMAIN -FOR TEE VARIABLE-VALUE NETWORK

The task domain for the vaaable-'vaine network is divided into%

four subclasses: siiple description, qualitative comparison* seriation,'

and sorting tasks. Only-the Components of the variable-value network

may serve as input fad outpue.., Although. items for these tasks-clay

inv premore than one variable (e.g., a description on `several variables), e

,lasslass rules are'involved.

Simple Description Tasks;

Simple description tasks involvetelements,vaTues%and obtervation/

measurement procedures. They 60:jilvolve variable'nemts.' /hese tasks,

deal with element-value relations-, but not with elecient-element or

value-value relations.

_
. .

Three si5ple description talks eks were for specifying science
. /

.
:

outcomes for the.primary curriculum (see Table l). The nandirected

task represents a relatively high level of indep endent inquiry. It also
,

4 - .
. .

requires the recall

.

and selection of variables, an important skill
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TABLE i
4 f

'

SIMPLE DESCRIPTION TASKS
4'

4

Iadk Nettle Given Input

Element
Identification

Directed
Description

Noudirected
Description

'4' Sit of elements

a'value for a vat

.an elemeor

a Variable name

Aan element

4Leluired Output

1,

e

Sample Item

An observation/measurement'
procedure for the variable:

et'an element described by
the given value

anobservation/measuremeni
procedurd for the .named variable

a value for the named'variabie
whichAeacribes the given element

sa observation/aeasureMent
procedure for a variable

a value, describing the given
element on that Variable
(multiple cycles. may be
required) .

.1

4
Given sampids of salt, sugar, flour,
sand, and chalk. 'Determine which &tub" ..

stance Le soluble in water?"

Given a mineral specimen, rDettorthine.

and report the hardness of this rock."

4

Given a leaf specimen. "Describe '

thib leaf as completely as you can."

0

. 1

1

AI

r 1

.1

11

'
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component in Many higher level tasks. The directed description task

PR
requires a response to a variable name u do many higher level tasks.

The element identification task frequently..occoce in a variety of

51gassroom
situations, and involves skilLcOmponents common to many"

'higher level tasks,naneay value decoding and some type of search

strategy.

Comparison Tasks

Comparison tasks invplv; relations between two or more.telements

vjth respect to ; specific variable. The values assigned so elements

as a result of comparisons refer to the relation between that element

, --

and a spdcific set of other elements. These relations asy be gualitative
i

-(specifying only.sameTdiffetent judgements) , or quantitativr (specifying
`

4
an amoun5). Q uentffittve mAstions can be further subdivided into ordinal,

.interval and ratio relations.. ptalitativi sad ordinal quadtitative

A

-relations will be considered further at this time. For simplicity,

triv

values. referring to qualitatiis'relaeions will be called oomparativi

values (e.g.; some, different). Those referring to ordinal relations

will be called ordinal M21/06 hotter, more dense, first, third).

It should be noted that the applicability of comparative or ordinal
.

s
values-to an element is dependent, by definition, on the set of elewients

with which that element is compared. Comparison tasks therefore involve

thi specificatiOn of a set Of-elements u a given input or required'
:

.
4

Output9

17 .
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Two classes of comparison tasks have been defined4 po?responding

to the two types of values: comparative tasks and eeri tion tasks.

The Comparative tasks selected for .the primary_curricul are listedlm

in Table 2. The non-directed comparison tesk represent e.relatively.

.high level of independent inquiry. It also appears to e satisfactory

vehicle for building skills required for sorting tasks." The subset

formation task was Selected, someWhit arbitrarily, for;its contribution

of skills. While the non-directed comparison task invdlves recognition

and description of relations between a given set of e4ments, the subset
. _

selection 'task ralkires the fo'rmatioa of.a subset of dements meeting '

4 . -:
specified comparative criteria. The directee d comparisOn task is included

here because it prevides a vehicle for skills required for mimeo to
- ,

variable nom

:
Those skills are required ih many higher level tasks

&10where yeti eMes se4e as input or-mediating. responses. ..-....

Theselected seriation tasks. are listed in Table 3. The non,.
. ,

' :

directed striation-tail:vas selectiChetsuie of the rtlatilely high
.

.% ;

level of indepepdent inquirr it represents and because it appears to .-../
.

incOrpoiate 'skills importantin the discovery of relations between

, .
.

i

variables; Another seriation task also eppears to incorporate skills
.,- .

imiortait to such discoviries, namely, the seriation variable identifica-

tion task. Thedirected striation task WS included as a vehicle for

th
.

e skills required in responding to variable names._

Sorting. Tasks ,

Sorting tasks, involve, subsets

t I

similarity nn. a specific variable.
-c

Of element( formed en the bases of

The sorting tasks selected are

18



TABLE 2

COMPARATIVE TASKS

Task NaMe Given Input

COmparison'Variable'1 a set of elements
Identification

Directed Compariopn

Nondirected'2,
Converts&

#

Subset Fcirmation

required Output Sample Item

a comparative value

a set of elements

a variable name

a set of elements

a set of elements*

''J!.441 variable name:

_tow
a comparative value

'" '

the name of a variable for which
the given comparative value char-
acterizes the relation between
the gisioVelemente (multiple
.cycles may be required)

t the comparative value charcter-
izing the. 'relation between the
.given elements on the named
variable

a, variable name

the comparative value character-

Given a bean plant, a corn plant and
a cactus. "In what ways are these
plants the same?" (e.g., color,
means of attachment)

'Given a bean leaf and a corn leaf
"Compare the shapes of these leaves."
(e.g., different)

Given a mouse, a frog, and a'listard
"Compare these animals." (e.g., same
number of l'egs, different body cover-

.

ipingthe relation between the ing)

given elements on the named vari7,
able (multiple cycles may be%

- regUired)

a slabsetof elements such that
cite relation between them onthe
dkimedVariable is Characterized
by.the givencomparative value

Given specimens of teeth from a cow,
a man, a dog, and a rat. "Pick out
some teeth which have the same
shape." (e.g., the double molars)

l"

.

t
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TABLE 3

SEBIATIWCASKS

4.

Jj
4.

Task Name'
mta

Given Input
.

Required Output*

,

Seriation Variable
Identification

!rected Seriation

a set of elements ordered
such that heir order
corresponds to their order
on a variable

a set of elements

.a variable name_

.a set of elements

4.4

the name of the-nbriable
on which the elements are

ordered

the sit of elemental ordered
-on the named variable

theset of elements ordered
or A variable

:.

SaMplelteM

Given a set of plants ordered
by height. "Why were these
plants placed in this order?"

GiveR4p at of mineral samples.
"Place these samples in order
according to. their hardness."

44.

as me. .

Given a set of- corn seedlings. 8.4 Awl"
"Show a way that these seedlipg047.1r-t-'1014I)
differ by %placing thins irmakaar."

Yft1
.1 ft

4..

.1

, el
0 . .

. 0. ----.
.0

0

*A11 observationfmeasuremedt pr oced VT. is req.u. i r ed Otput'for each task:.
-.....

.. .
, .
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listed in Table 4. Thise selections parallel those for the seriation

tasks. The non-directed sorting task stands on its own as.an inquiry

task mile both the non-diredted sorting and the sorting variable

identification tasks provide vehicles fdr skills useful in discovering

relations among variables. The directed sorting task is included to

, -.assure that sorttEg on T specific variable can be brought about through

the uag of the variable name.

THE TASK DOMATV FOR THE CLASS-MIER NETWORK

Tasks forthe class-itember network involve clads rules by which

the applicability of a class name to an element may be determined.

Several classes'of tasks have been distinguished.- Element Classification

requires some identification of class membership for a given element or

elements.: Member specificatiTi tasks provideinformatiOn identifying

a class, but require specification of eleients which 'remembers,. Both

of these task classes presuppose that a class rule is known by or

-presented tothe individUal performing the task. The third task class
.

. involves inferring a class rule. Elements, or description of them, and

information as to whether or trot they are members are provided as
.

input, while aciass rule sod:muting fQr the memirship iitormation is

;required as output.

Tseka*.eschof the above classes were selected (see Table 5).

Three elimen; classification tasks were selected. The nop -directed

'classificatiqn

fesk stands by itself as'relatively independent.inOrlry

while directed classification and partition .4detitification provide

;

. 21
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TABLE 4

SORTING TASKS

Task Name ' Given InpUt Requiied Output* Sample Items

'Nondirected
Sorting

Sorting Variable
Identification

a Set of elements
et

v.-.

a set of elements'
sorted into Subaeta,
one specific variable

Directed Sorting of-Oemen5a
!

a variable

V

the act gortect into subsets on
a specific variable

the name of the- variable on'
which the elements are sorted

'4

*0
the setsorted into? subeets
on the named variable

.

17.

Givon samples of liquids differing
in color, viscosity and opacity.
"Sort these substance° into groups
on one variable."

Given drawings of irregular polygon°
dgfering in area and number a sides,
sorted by number of aides. "How
havi these figure° been sorted?"

Given a set of small common objects
and access (but not direction) to
a container and water. "Sort these
objects bytheir'buoyancy.°

I

ip

*n Osftfimtionfiensurement procedure is required output for each task.
.

.a.

.1
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.4 TABLE 5

CLASSIrICATION TNIKS

Task Ear

ELEMENT: CLASSIFICATION

Nbndirected
Classification

Directed
Classification

MEMBER SPECIFICATION

NOmber Selection

Rule, Application

Given Input

a set of elements

an element

a par.tition name,

a set of elements

a set of elements
. .

asclass rule

a class name

t

1'

Required Output Sample Items

subsets of elements by classes
of almrtition

class cake fbr each subset

the name of the.class of 'the k'

imam partition of which the
element is a member

the elemeec(s) which is (are)
a member of the named clati

the element(S)which is a
member of the named class

tt

...a..s..1 4..1110

Given pictures of mount ins,,
deserts, valleys, etc. "Classify
these pictures by placing them in
groups. 'Clive a name for each class.1!

'Given a picture of a rocky
tidal tone area at VOW tide. "Name
the class ofhabitnt shown in the
picture."'

Given pictures of rain, sleet,,
snow, and fog. "Which picture
shows sleet ?"

Given pictures oetirrus, ststatus,
and cumulus clouds. ,"Cirre clouds
are feathery lookineAndOccur qnly
at high altitude's. Which, pictures
shov,cirrds Clouds?"

c)



_Task Name Given Inp.Ut
1'

gequired Output Sample.items

Partition ,
identific&tion

'Rule inference

. .

subsets of element
by the classes of a
partition .

element designated
as a member(s) or
nonmember(s) of a
novel. class

-
the class dame

10.

a the name of the partition

or

class nazes oreach subset

a class rule which accounts
for the given class'membership
information

Given subsets of pictures of reptiles,
mammals; amphibians and birds. "Mese
animals have beau classified by placing
them in groups. Tell-how they were.
classified.

Given samples of igneous. metanorohic,
and sedimentary rocks. "These (point
to igneous, rocks) are igneous rocks.
These others (point to others) are
pot. Give a'rule for classifying' .

igneous rocks."

*.s

'*

7t '
- : .e 1 . . ..;'! s

1

. .!4
.

.
. . 1 tiii ':!. . .

. .
I .

. ?..' :,...,,,L1....
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vehicles for additional skills. Two member specification tasks were

selected.. Mather selection requires the individual to supply the

class rule and represents a frequently occurring classroom task. The

rule application task provides a rule The skills involved in this

task relate to comprehension of new verbal information. The rule

inference task is a version of the concept' acquisition task widely

thought to typify informal or contextuallearning.

THE TASK DOMAIN FOR TNEINTRAELEMENT RELATION NETWORK

,1

Tasks selected for the Intra-element relations domain represent

somewhat arbitrary selection from each of four task classes. Rule
P

-application tasks provide a relational rule u input. The seletted

.

rule ippiicationtask (see Table 6) also provides the name of one of

the related classes and asst of elements includinuembers and eon-
..

Members of the named class. The elements must be presented such that
J'

membership in the name clew cannot be determined by use of the class

rule for that.class The required optput includes specification of,

members and non-members of the named class.,.

Prediction and explanation Cooks require a faailiar relational

,

,rule and class um as outiut. Ths selected predfction teak provides
.

. ,

a partition name as input while4s(the,explanatii5n task provides the name
.4....-

.

.

t

of one of the-related claises. The. forth class of teaks, rule discovery
.

require anovel relational rule as output. The selected rule.disovery
, ;. ..

. .

task provides a set of elements for which a relation.holds between

25
5
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TABLE 6 *

ITRA-ELEHENT RELATION TASKS .1

Task Name 1 ;.Given-Inp Required Output "Sam le Items .

'Relational Rule
Application

a tule relating
memtership in Swo
:familiar classes 1

of
4/

..2....4---thename-triQ
s--. 'tbe"relited classes

s. A'

Prediction

.Expisnatkon

a set of elements ).

(presented so that
membership in the
named OassaiSuot
.directly observable)

the .name of a'
ye.ftition .

an elisment's(prellented

so that its memberehl.p
in classes4of the
named, partition cannot
be-directlirobserved),

a%clguta name

an element which As.a
member of the named...
class '

.* . I

specification of those elements
which are members ofthe'nemed
class

the name of tke.class of the
mum' Pitreition of which the
given element is a 'wisher

'a

Given pictur
,"Birds with
usually s
birds.

.

I
f-common wild birds.
t, pointed bills are

eters. Which of these
ly pat seed("

4

Given.wpicture of ales turtle.
"In what kind of location would -this
animal lay Us eggs?"

the name of a related, class of
which the element is obsikved to ,

be .a membei
.

.

a rule relating membership in the
two: classes

Given a fish (with'observable gills).
"Hoy can you tell that this ahimal
lives in meter?" .

I.

S.

/.
. , P'

111 I
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Tlek:Name

, .

-161e.Discovery

.

Given InpUt ( 1.equtred Outfit

f

.a set of elements for
UhAchla elationholds
between membership in'
two familiar clisses

"the names of the
related partitions

ST

a rule relating membership in
the two classes

Sample Items

Given a set of tunted (smill)
corn plants growing in limited
light,- and a eet'of normal (large)
corn plahts growing in'brfght light.
"What relation can ycki find between
the amount of light and the size of
the plants?"

.
.

O

4,4

0

Att

4.

v

O
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membership in two familiar classes, and the names of the partitions of

which the related classes are constituents.

The relational rule application task provides a vehicle for skills

involved in comprehending and utilizing iules from secondary sources as

in problem solving. The other three tasks represent relatively

.independent inquiry for-primary'children while providing a context for

development of skills required for. higher level inquiry tasks.

DISCUSSION

The relation between task analysis and behavioral analysis of

performance requirements for given tasks was mentioned above. As

stated by Klahr and Wallace 070, p. 360), "The objective tea,
;

structure iloneehmsnot;rield a valid discriptio4 ofsthe solution

performance, and it irnecessary.to diagnOWtha_Qactual psycholOgi41
... . .

prochsses in great detail to.obrain minite'deocOptions Wweli
- s. . . . .

supprted inferences ahatt the actua seqiiincel.and eonriet:of'the
.. , .

thinking proCess.' Bowev er, the're scu re erequirements foriuch'

. . . - ,.
..

analysis are op greavehai, consideOhla csre,must be-taken to
. . .

-. .

. .
. ,

( . %...

. .

. . mAxislieAbd probability that,genekakiiible strategies and siillt
.. . * .. ,a - *.

,?'

s . .

will be identified. ProcedUres have bileist described iboie foi;
-

re, 4
.

t
.structural anelyiel of content in Virus of analytic networks and

.
. ,. .

. . - .

4 -"
operatiOUsl'analysie in terms.of tasks.) These procedhres'Orovidalz.,

. a , t . .
.70 .. 0

0
. means of defining a greatly restricted domain pr,'behe/lotali'imellysii,

i ts . ' .., % .
..* e

. ...._ ..

4 a doWn, with etnsideseble potentialsfor 4? identiXicitioiloebroadly
's. ... ,

...0 1 .

0 .kenerilizable strategies and skills. Where the time. line fpr program

is

AI

1. a

/
. ,

21.3
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extensive skills analysis, the irOcedures provide

and descylbing potential outcomes which reflect

ckvelopment precludes

a means of generating

the logical structure

P.1

te.
i
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of.relevant conceptual systems.
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